Notice of Excess Insurance Coverage – Donor Only

The Fertility Center of Randy S. Morris, MD, SC has taken steps on behalf of our Egg Donation Patients to minimize the risk of financial loss that a complication of this type of procedure would present. Our informed Consent obligates the Recipient part to an Egg Donation procedure to all her healthcare costs and those of her Donor. While our estimated fee schedule attempts to outline the expected costs to obtain viable donated eggs to enhance the probably of conception, any additional costs remain the responsibility of the Recipient(s).

The Fertility Center of Randy S. Morris, MD, SC has secured a Blanket Accident Medical Expense Insurance Policy that, excess of any other insurance our Donors may have, protects our Egg Donation patients.

The policy covers only the Donor for the following:

- Annual Deductible: NONE
- Excess Accidental Medical Expense Benefit**: $250,000.00
- Accidental Death Benefit: $100,000.00
- Accidental Paralysis Benefit*: $100,000.00
- Weekly Accident Indemnity Benefit: $300.00 (Maximum per week for 52 weeks)
- Travel Accident Benefit: $25,000.00 (If Death Occurs while Traveling to Covered Activity)

** Excess of any other collectible insurance that is the Responsibility of the Intended Parent(s).

Covered Activity
Participation as an egg donor in an approved egg harvesting procedure including coverage during, and complications arising from, initial hormone injections, ultrasound exams and actual retrieval procedure

Eligible Persons
Volunteer egg donors between the ages of 18 and 40 who are approved by a healthcare provider who have signed consents with the healthcare provider to be a volunteer egg donor

Premium
$345.00 for Donor Only coverage

I acknowledge receipt of a copy of this notice.